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Customer experiences : Exceeding expectations

All exceeding expectations







                         Fly - fishing for new contracts! by Business Jet


AB Corporate Aviation presents an ad hoc Business Jet charter flight in Europe as a comic strip.
	Release yourselves from time by optimizing it !
	Charter a Business Jet for your business trips or personal travels allows you to do more at an affordable cost.
	Avoiding waiting at the airport and being free of your travel schedules, you save valuable time on your competitors, but also for yourself.

Learn more about the advantages to book a Business Jet Charter flight by reading this episode "Fly - fishing for new contracts!"



Customer advantages developed in this episode
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Benefits to charter a business Jet shown in this episode
But, Pierre told me that you were in Zagreb this morning. Explain things to me!
See a bigger picture than your diary! With AB Corporate Aviation, you adapt your schedule hour by hour depending on each priority: inaugurations and kick-offs the signing of strategic contracts a top management tour financial road shows site visits … … as if your days lasted more than 24 hours. Extra time to react, invest and take advantage of all opportunities. Choosing business jet rentals with AB Corporate Aviation is a breath of fresh air in a new era of undertaking projects. It's adopting alternative solutions to reach more objectives on a daily basis. You take off at the selected time; you return on the same day when traveling in Europe, while eliminating the stress and hassle of waiting. Envision all of your activities on a large scale!
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Benefits to rent a business Jet charter flight presented in this episode
Hello, Luc? Belgrade, Zagreb, 4 passengers, 2 more for the return flight before 3:00pm; does that work?
Point-to-point travel, the number of passengers, the time of departure: your imperatives are no longer your constraints. Your plane can take off from nearly all airports, headed anywhere in the world, in only a few hours after your reservation*. Your schedule is unpredictable? A traffic jam or a meeting put you behind schedule? You have an extra passenger? With one easy phone call, you can reschedule your departure, at no extra charge. No stress. No lost time. Your plane will be waiting for you. It remains available for you and the team at AB Corporate Aviation reschedules the flight times. We will always offer you a solution. From takeoff to deplaning, your trip is a piece of cake, easy and enjoyable, in the most suitable aircraft for your needs. (*) Subject to aircraft availability, the necessary authorizations and weather conditions.

Even an in-flight change in destinations!
An unexpected appointment? An opportunity to seize? You can change destinations very easily almost up to the time of boarding. Your trip is adapted to your constraints and not the opposite. The entire AB Corporate Aviation team takes care of the details. This unbridled liberty gives you a competitive advantage without equal. You are the first on base; you meet your customers and sign contracts ahead of the others. Upon landing, you get into your car while the competition is still waiting in line for check-in on a regular flight. You start important meetings earlier, fresh and available. Back home earlier, you can take advantage of the extra time. End-to-end, you manage your time.
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Benefits of a business Jet charter flight presented in this episode
Departures when you choose, without waiting, lunches and meetings on board!
Every second counts. Contrarily to regular commercial airlines, AB Corporate Aviation meets your schedule. With no superfluous check-in, your boarding formalities are reduced to a matter of a few minutes. You take off in record time, and sometimes, when it is imperative, in only a few hours after your reservation. An in-flight luncheon, a meeting on board …. On your private business jet, you combine comfort and peace of mind. The jet that you reserve at AB Corporate Aviation is at your complete disposal: you and the guests that you invite are the only passengers. No more cramped quarters and eavesdropping by unknown travelers. A private plane is an ideal venue for holding a strategic meeting or preparing a crucial appointment in total confidentiality. You create a climate of confidence; always direct, your trips help you save the time that others lose in making connecting flights and in airport terminals. Barely on the ground, your car takes you immediately to the key locations for your business. Accelerate your projects, Envision new alliances. AB Corporate Aviation: a tool at the service of your strategy.

Everyone enjoyed it except the trouts!
Go for it! Strengthened by new efficiency, you no longer make any concessions. Envision your business on new horizons; multiply your opportunities. Take advantage of life! You no longer sacrifice your free time or weekends with the family due to the constraints of public transportation and useless nights spent in hotels. Opting for private flights with AB Corporate Aviation is optimizing your availability for maximum success. And as for the trout? You'll have the time to cook them for your friends. AB Corporate Aviation, your partner for your professional and personal success.








Enjoy a unmatched experience at AB Corporate Aviation
Request a quote





Discover other customer advantages of Business Jets Charter
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Business or pleasure: enjoy your time!

Illustrated Episode : Business or pleasure: enjoy your time!
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Winning across the board!

Illustrated Episode : Winning across the board!
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We make it easy!

Illustrated Episode : We make it easy!
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Fly past the crisis!

Illustrated Episode : Fly past the crisis!





Discover our Business Jets Charter flights funny pictures
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Paris Air Show Le Bourget airport

Humor Image : Paris Air Show Le Bourget airport
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You would be better aboard for your business trips!

Humor Image : You would be better aboard for your business trips!
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Time is money

Humor Image : Time is money
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Follow the right runway

Humor Image : Follow the right runway
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Traveling by private jet for business or for leisure
	Thousands of private flights since 1986
	Personalized service for your private jet trips
	High quality private jet
	Multi destinations day trip
	Pricing without surprise
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Exclusive and confidential
At AB Corporate Aviation your Private Jet charter flight is only for you. Exclusive and confidential, it is not shared with other passengers. You can work or conduct a meeting en route.




Since 1986
Based at Paris Le Bourget airport, the largest business aviation airport in Europe, since 1986 AB Corporate Aviation expert’s team offers you its experience and know-how.
AB CORPORATE AVIATION is operational 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.




Straightforward
A tailored solution for your air charter requests: more than one third of the private jet charter of our clients involve destinations that are not connected by non-stop commercial flights.




A la carte schedules
Decide your schedules for your private jet charter, chose the best suitable airports of departure and destination for your trip (even if they are not served by regular lines), modify the time of departure of your flight at your convenience.
For your emergency flights, we can take off within a 2 hours notice. (subject to availability of aircraft and operating clearances).




Affordable rates
As an indication, the price of a private jet charter flight to transport 1 to 8 passengers in one day in France or in Europe usually range from 5,000 to 20,000 euros depending on the route and model of aircraft.




Access to numerous airports
Point-to-point direct flights to many airports closer to your final destination, many of them are not served by scheduled airlines.
Avoid traffic jams, crowds, expectations and delays at major international airports.
AB CORPORATE AVIATION allows you to land in over 6 600 airports in the world (600 destinations in Europe).
Our flights operate worldwide : Europe, Middle East, CIS, Africa, Asia, the Americas...
AB CORPORATE AVIATION will inform you of operating hours, technical specifications of airports, police and customs requirements. If required, we will apply for supplementary authorizations.




Security
For your safety all our flights have civil aviation agreement for charter flights.
Maintenance of aircraft, training of flight crews, as well as the management of aircraft are strictly governed by the ministry of transport, which guarantees the security and insurance coverage of all passengers (Warsaw Convention) equivalent to the scheduled airlines.
AB CORPORATE AVIATION holds a travel agent’s license 
n° LI 093 95 0017.
All our business flight crews are composed of two pilots.




Only pay as you fly
For each of your private jet charter flights we establish an all inclusive quote.




Sustainable development
Sustainable development and Business Aviation: remarkable improvements. Recent business jets incorporate the latest advances in technology to reduce their fuel consuption and their noise.




Your private charter flight
Reponses to all your questions regarding the way private jet charter works. Take advantage of this exceptional flexibility and increase your productivity.
















    
  
                 AB CORPORATE AVIATION
Paris Le Bourget airport
Zone d'aviation d'affaires
93350 Le Bourget
France



Follow us !
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           Rent a business jet in Europe
  	Making the right choice on your transportation partner
	You want a reactive partner at your service
	You want an operator with experience




The advantages of the private jet in Europe
  	Combining flight time and meeting time
	Organizing confidential travel
	You want to charter a flight periodically with no engagements
	You want to organize a customized flight plan




Simplify your travel in Europe
  	You want to avoid the crowds and the hassle
	Putting an end to difficult destinations and complex schedules
	Booking an emergency flight
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